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1HOW TO USE SECURITY LIGHTING TO BEST 
EFFECT IN A RESIDENTIAL GARDEN SETTING

  
Position PIR (passive infrared motion detector) 
lighting fi xtures as discreetly and as high as 
possible, without hindering the effi ciency and 
illuminated coverage. PIR security lights are now 
available with LED as opposed to ineffi cient 
tungsten halogen and in various fi nishes that 
include black, white and silver. So as not to 
destroy the effect of a garden lighting scheme, 
the PIR fi xtures should be turned off and only 
used when required.

ABOUT DAVID ATKINSON
David Atkinson Lighting Design is an 
independent specialist lighting consultancy 
with over 25 years’ international experience. 
The award winning company are experienced 

at working with globally acclaimed designers, architects and 
organisations. For further information contact David at david@
dald.co.uk or visit the website:
www.dald.co.uk 

2 USING LIGHTING TO HIGHLIGHT PLANTS 
AND TREES(PUBLIC AND PRIVATE)

There are some limitations when it comes to 
lighting plants and trees within public spaces, 
due to the obvious concern of vandalism. We 
are currently designing the lighting for a large 
park, where we have chosen a combination of 
buried LED fi xtures, that can be internally tilted 
by 15 degrees with various optics and surface 
mounted robust fi xtures that can be locked 
into position. There is obviously more scope 
with the types of fi xtures that can be used in a private garden lighting 
scheme, surface mounted spike light fi xtures are a useful tool in up and 
back lighting shrubs and planting. Less is more when lighting a garden. 
It is important not to over light shrubs and planting, which will help to 
add depth and vistas through a garden. Trees in particular should not 
be over lit and be treated almost as iconic sculptural objects. Single 
point sources positioned strategically to either up light a trunk or set 
away from a tree to illuminate the canopy will add perspective. The 
choice of the correct LED colour temperature is crucial in enhancing 
the true colour of the planting.

3HOW TO GET SAFETY LIGHTING RIGHT (E.G. PATHWAYS 
AND STEPS)

When we start to a design a scheme the fi rst thing that is 
considered is the lighting on steps and paths, this is important 
for health & safety reasons. Equally by lighting the steps and 
paths this gives another focal point within a garden. Treads can 
be illuminated either by recessed fi xtures set into walls or by 
surface mounted units. Bollard fi xtures or recessed units are 
often the most appropriate way of lighting paths, in particular 
for public parks.

4DECORATIVE LIGHTING TO GIVE THE WOW FACTOR IN A 
PRIVATE GARDEN SPACE

There is now an extensive range of decorative lighting fi xtures 
that can be used externally within a garden. For example by 
introducing a fl oor lamp to a terraced space it not only acts as 
a nice feature but gives a practical level of illumination for an 
evening BBQ. Suspended pendants and globe lights from trees 
can equally add dynamic quality to the garden.

LIGHT HERE, LIGHT NOW
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